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Abstract

The design of alternatives is an essential part of decision making that has been ne-
glected in theory and practice. This topic is particularly relevant in the context of
public policy making, where policy design represents a crucial step of the policy cycle
since it determines the quality of the alternative policies being considered. This paper
attempts to formalise the design process used in two real interventions dealing with al-
ternatives’ generation for territorial policy making in Italy. The aim of this research is
to understand and explain what generates innovation within a decision aiding process,
i.e. what allows to expand the solution space and discover new alternatives to solve the
problem under consideration. The two case studies are used to generalise some lessons
learned by exploring the answers to the following questions: i) Why have new alterna-
tives arose during the policy making process? ii) How have they been generated? iii)
Which consequences did they lead to? and iv) What has generated innovation? The
results highlight two main reasons that can initiate an innovation mechanism within a
decision aiding process: i) dissatisfaction (of the client, of the analyst or of the rel-
evant stakeholders, especially when dealing with public policies) with respect to the
solutions currently proposed to the decision-making problem and ii) opportunity for a
change in one of the variables/constraints.

Keywords: Decision Processes, Policy Analytics, Decision Analysis, Policy Design.

1. Introduction

In a time when policy makers are tasked with developing innovative solutions for
increasingly complex policy problems, the need for intelligent design of policy alterna-
tives has never been greater [48]. Policy makers must avoid simply advocating “stock”
solutions unless this is called for by the limited nature of the available time for new5

designs [63]. The design of alternatives to a decision problem is an essential part of the
decision aiding process. However, it has been neglected in theory and practice [5], and
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this is particularly relevant in the context of public policy-making. From the standpoint
of decision analysts, potentially involved in supporting policy making processes, this
also represents a challenge.10

Public policies are abstract objects introducing a portfolio of interrelated actions,
reflecting the policy makers’ efforts to address public problems. This set of actions,
established within a political decision process, aims to achieve a set of interconnected
policy goals within a period of time (e.g. [22], [32], [42], [72]), through the influence
on individual and collective decisions [10].15

From the point of view of both research and practice ([6], [28], [30], [52]), policy
making is a long term public decision making process facing five major complexities: i)
the use of public resources and commons; ii) the involvement of multiple stakeholders
in a “de facto” participative process; iii) the long time horizon; iv) the requirements of
legitimation and accountability; v) the need for the deliberation act of deciding ([22],20

[86]).
Therefore, policy makers are faced with policy alternatives, each producing multi-

ple consequences that are difficult to anticipate [87]. In this regard, decision analysts
can introduce formal methods aimed to assist policy makers in improving their decision
aiding processes [22], allowing the understanding of the complexities, ambiguities and25

driving forces of multi-faceted phenomena [47].
If supporting the process of policy making needs to be considered within a new

framework, then we need to start by reconsidering policy design. A thorough policy
design process has a preponderant impact on the quality of the policy alternatives being
considered. On top of enhancing the quality of policy alternatives, policy design may30

enable governments, communities and organizations to address emerging and prevail-
ing problems, as well as opportunities. Few systematic analyses have focused on policy
design as the act of generating policy alternatives and even fewer have analysed the piv-
otal work of the analyst as policy designer [18]. Considine et al., ([18]) remarked that,
despite major advances in the study of public policy, policy design remained uncharted35

and relatively underdeveloped, notwithstanding the promising works of [4], [5], [27],
[59], [76], [79] (see section 2 for a detailed discussion of the literature).

Our contribution in this paper steams from two working hypotheses. The first one is
that the intersection among the fields which can contribute to innovative policy design
(i.e. policy studies, design theory, decision theory and operational research) has not40

been properly investigated, although the problem is shared among the different fields.
This hypothesis has been tested and verified in section 2 of the paper. The second work-
ing hypothesis underpinning the development of this research is that it is possible to
innovatively design public policies by using formal tools (such as the ones proposed by
Operational Research). This second hypothesis has been tested using two case studies45

(sections 3 and 4 of the paper). The two case studies deal with alternatives’ gener-
ation for territorial policy making and have been analysed using the same analytical
lens, shaped by the following four research questions: i) Why have new alternatives
arose during the policy making process? ii) How have they been generated? iii) Which
consequences did they lead to? and iv) What has generated innovation?50

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: after a state of the art survey
(section 2), the two case studies are presented (sections 3 and 4) and discussed (section
5). Section 6 concludes the paper by discussing the answers to the research questions
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presented above.

2. Designing alternatives for policy making: state of the art55

Designing is the creation of artefacts aimed to change a state of the world that does
not suit us [36]. This definition echoes the one provided for problem solving by [68],
according to whom the solution of a problem consists in the search of the best path
connecting the initial state of the problem (i.e. the undesirable state) to the final state
(i.e. a more desirable one).60

Policy design is one of the major steps in a policy cycle, together with issue iden-
tification, defining policy objectives, policy testing, policy finalisation, policy imple-
mentation, policy monitoring and evaluation, policy readjustment and innovation [58].
Within this cycle, policy design can be defined as a specific form of policy formulation
based on knowledge gathering about the effects of policy tool use on policy targets and65

the application of that knowledge to the development and implementation of policies
aimed at the attainment of specifically desired public policy outcomes and ambitions
(e.g. [11], [12], [14]). In this context, the artefact is composed by those design features
dealing with the implementation of a policy program, while the object of change is the
behavior of the implementing agents [23].70

From an historical point of view, policy design was recognized quite early as a
primary responsibility of the policy sciences [26]. Nevertheless, after a promising
beginning in the 1970s and 1980s [5], the field languished in the 1990s and 2000s
as work in the policy sciences focused on the impact on policy outcomes of meta-
changes in society and the international environment, such as globalization and the75

enhanced networkization of society [45]. Therefore, policy design did not fare well
in the academic agenda [76] and it was almost equated to the study of policy tools,
i.e. focusing almost exclusively on “design as a noun”, to the detriment of “design
as a process” [18]. More recent work re-asserting the role of governments both at the
international and domestic levels has re-vitalized design studies (e.g. [46], [62]).80

Being part of the policy cycle, policy design has been explored within the body of
literature concerned with policy making. Surprisingly enough, despite the literature on
policy making being vast and interdisciplinary, few disciplines have explored specifi-
cally policy design. We summarise their contribution in the following paragraphs.

Policy making has been mainly studied in policy analysis (e.g, [64]), with a large85

body of literature devoted to retrospective (ex post) analysis of policies (e.g. [17]).
Here, much of the design debate was monopolized by literature concerning tools [75],
a largely descriptive body of knowledge which helped identify how policies were de-
signed and – in its most recent developments – looked at the interaction effects of tool
mixes (e.g. [44]). Equally relevant is the role of prospective (ex ante) analysis, which90

encompasses the forecasting of consequences if policies were to be implemented and
prescriptions about which policies should be implemented (e.g. [29]). However, there
is little in the literature beyond general prescriptions on how to design policies [17]
[86]. Within this field, much of the original design literature in the 1960s and 1970s
focused attention on "technical" analysis, i.e. assessing the functional capacities of95

specific policy tools and how they could be applied to achieve policy goals in abstract
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or imagined unconstrained policy-making circumstances [14]. The newer design liter-
ature keeps this focus but adds to it the need to also assess contextual factors involved
in tool choices and use, especially political ones (e.g. [7], [62], [77]). In particular,
this new design orientation focused the attention on the construction over time of pol-100

icy packages operating in complex multi-policy and multi-level design contexts, thus
addressing multiple objectives and exploring the interactive effects which occur when
multiple tools are used over time (e.g. [14], [25], [48], [49], [53]).

Equally, economists have been concerned with policy making, focusing much of
their research on rational theories of public decision making and formal methods for105

the ex-ante and ex-post evaluation of public policies (see for instance [24]). Cost-
Benefit Analysis (see [21], [67]) is widely used and, perhaps, the best known method
for evaluating public policies among both practitioners and researchers (e.g. the Cost-
Benefit Analysis manual of the European Union 1 and the World Bank manuals about
CBA 2). However, Cost-Benefit Analysis is not without contemporary critics (for ex-110

ample, [1], [2]) and many other approaches have been developed such as, for instance,
Real Options Analysis (see [81], [84]). Economists have developed mechanism design
theory (e.g. [50], [51], [61], [65], [66]) to support policy making processes by first
identifying the desired outcome or social goal to be achieved, then checking whether
or not an appropriate institution (mechanism) could be designed to attain that goal and115

finally exploring what form that mechanism might take (e.g. [7], [62]).
As authors of this paper and decision analysts with expertise in different fields,

we are particularly interested in the contribution that Operational Research (O.R.) and
Decision Aiding [85] can offer to the field of policy design. O.R., unlike economics,
does not possess a “world view”, i.e. an underlying holistic theory for how the world120

works [54]. The natural unit of interest in O.R. is “the problem”, which has to be
studied, structured, modeled, understood and, hopefully, improved [54].

When it comes to policy making, O.R. and Decision Analysis have developed,
among others, methods which aim at supporting different phases of the policy cycle,
such as Problem Structuring Methods (PSMs) (e.g. [16], [70], [74]), System Dynamics125

([82], [83]), Data Envelopment Analysis and Performance Measurement ([15], [19],
[33]) and Public Sector Operational Research ([57], [73]), to name the most relevant
ones. However, most emphasis in this stream has been on evaluation of alternatives,
resulting in the development of guidelines for public policy evaluation at different lev-
els (e.g. the Green and Magenta Books of the UK Government 3 4, the Public Policy130

Assessment Book of the UK Government 5, the European Social Fund Manual 6), but
with limited consideration to support policy design.

1http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/guides/cost/
guide2008_en.pdf

2https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/2561/
624700PUB0Cost00Box0361484B0PUBLIC0.pdf?sequence=1

3http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/green_book_complete.pdf
4http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/magenta_book_combined.pdf
5http://www.bis.gov.uk/assets/biscore/better-regulation/docs/i/

11-1111-impact-assessment-guidance.pdf
6http://ec.europa.eu/esf/main.jsp?catId=62
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Finally, Design theory as well has recently expressed an interest towards the domain
of public services, by proposing the operationalisation of general Design theories (e.g.
Concept-Knowledge theory, [43]) which could be further explored in policy making135

contexts.
Let us focus most specifically on the process of designing policies. If we consider

the definition of policies as irreversible allocation of public resources [86], and the
definition of an alternative as a combination of variables [88], then it becomes possible
to interpret the concept of policy design in a similar way as the one of alternatives’140

design.
As already mentioned, the field of alternatives’ design has been almost ignored

also in the specialized Decision Science and Operational Research literature. Indeed,
most decision problems discussed in the literature consider the set of alternatives on
which they apply as “given", although we know that in practice such a set frequently145

needs to be constructed. There is little in the literature addressing this problem (see [9]
for a brief overview), despite the awareness of it (for example, [40], [55], [56], [69]).
In particular, [78] discussed this cognitive activity in his seminal work, but without
providing operational and/or formal methods for addressing it. There have also been
suggestions for value-focused brainstormings of decision alternatives ([41], [55]), an150

approach which is resonant with [20] dynamic decision problem structuring. Finally,
insights on how to understand and structure a decision making problem together with
its possible strategic directions have been developed within the stream of Soft System
Methodologies (e.g. [9], [31]).

A first attempt to identify common points between design theory and decision aid-155

ing has been developed by [60]. Indeed, both the design and OR communities have
gone through a debate linked to the application of systematic mathematical methods
to real world problems. The two communities reacted in different ways, because of
the expertise and background of their respective researchers and practitioners. How-
ever, they share the same underlying challenge, i.e. designing or aiding decisions in160

problems which are by definition wicked (or ill-defined, or messy). Moreover, a need
for formalized methods to aid the design process seems to have emerged in the design
community and at the same time a need for “innovative” tools outside the usual toolbox
of the OR practitioner seems to have been highlighted in OR community [60].

Based on the literature discussed above, the first claim that this paper proposes is165

thus the following one: the intersection among the fields which can contribute to inno-
vative policy design (i.e. policy studies, design theory, decision theory and operations
research) has not been properly investigated, although the problem is shared among the
different fields. There is thus a need to call for a renewed focus on policy design by
means of a convergence of those streams of research, which study how political, pol-170

icy and strategic decisions are made and implemented, that is, in other words, how the
policy design space is delimited and fulfilled. While these initial sections of the paper
proposed a critical analysis of the existing literature, the reminder of the manuscript
will focus on two case studies to formalise how new alternatives can be generated
within a decision aiding process.175
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3. Case studies: the context

The two case studies proposed below highlight two processes that lead to the cre-
ation of new alternatives. Our aim is to understand and explain what generated innova-
tion within these two decision aiding processes, as well as what type of innovation was
generated.180

3.1. Case study 1: water management in the agricultural system of the Apulia Region
(southern Italy)

The first case study deals with water management in the agricultural system of
the Apulia Region (southern Italy), and investigates the policy resistance mechanisms
hampering the implementation of a groundwater (GW) protection policy.185

The Apulia Region is highly dependent on agriculture, playing a key role in its
economic sector. Due to the limited availability of water resources, the agricultural
activities are characterized by the combined use of both surface water (SW) and GW for
irrigation, and by the strong impact of the water management framework on Farmers’
behaviour [39]. The wells are located in Farmers’ private properties and for this reason190

GW is considered a private good. The GW overexploitation depletes water quantity
and quality, bringing social and environmental problems and requiring more stringent
regulation policies [71]. Most of the policies implemented in the Mediterranean basin
aim either to improve the efficiency of GW use through innovative irrigation techniques
or to restrict the GW use through policies and a tight control of Farmers’ activities ([38].195

The Apulia Regional Authority needs to protect GW quality and, at the same time,
to keep a high level of productivity of the agricultural sector. To achieve these objec-
tives, the Regional Authority proposed the enforcement of GW restrictive measures
(according to the CEE 2000/60).

Based on a traditional policy design approach, this policy was defined without con-200

sidering the potential impacts on the stakeholders (i.e. Farmers and Water Management
Authority) and it caused strong conflicts between them. The policy resistance mecha-
nisms mainly occurred due to the economic damages to the agricultural sector, highly
dependent on the water-demanding crops and irrigation practices. Therefore, the re-
strictive Regional Water Protection Plan (2009) has not been implemented yet, and the205

Regional Authority is carrying on a time/money consuming revision process [39].
This case study represents an emblematic example of the water management com-

plexity, where antagonist Decision Makers, with disparity of objectives and values,
need to share the same resource acting according to their problem understanding. A
limited understanding of the different problem framings can be a source of conflict,210

hampering the implementation and/or reducing the effectiveness of environmental poli-
cies [37].

Considering the two main stakeholders, the Water Management Authority (Con-
sortium of Capitanata) has to deal with the water shortage of the region and with the
Farmers water demand. The Consortium manages the SW supply system using two215

price thresholds for the water volume, i.e. the base water supply volume (0.12 e/m3

for 2050m3/ha) and the additional water supply volume considerably more expensive
(0.36 e/m3 for 2050-4000 m3/ha). According to the Consortium’s problem under-
standing, this pricing strategy would force Farmers to reduce the irrigated areas and
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to select less water-demanding crops (i.e. less profitable rainfed crops), keeping the220

water consumption at a sustainable level and ensuring an equal water distribution for
the irrigation season.

On the other side, Farmers have to share the same resource and to increase their
incomes, optimizing the selection of the right mix of crops depending on the quantity
of available water (SW and GW) and on the cultivable hectares. The water-demanding225

crops are more profitable; consequently, the share of irrigated crops (i.e. tomato for
processing industry, vineyards, vegetables, olive trees, and orchards) in the area is
absolutely dominant compared to the rainfed crops (i.e. durum wheat). However, in
dry seasons, Farmers do not have enough SW for their own crops. They receive the
information about SW maximum availability very late, and they have two alternatives,230

such as paying for the most expensive water tariff or using the GW. The Regional Water
Protection Plan does not recognize the GW option as an alternative. Nevertheless,
Farmers perceive GW as a cheap and easily accessible resource and the aftereffect is
that Farmers tend to use GW [37].

The above indicates that there are discrepancies in the way in which the situation235

is interpreted by the different stakeholders, bringing to a situation of a general dissatis-
faction. Both stakeholders act as if the decision space is as simple as they presume it to
be (i.e. ignoring the role of some of the other actors and/or making assumptions about
their decisional processes) [37]. A detailed description of the case study and the analy-
sis of the ambiguity in problem framing can be found in [37], while this paper aims to240

formalise how new alternatives have been discovered during the decision making pro-
cess under consideration. In section 4.1, we present the problem formulations from the
point of view of the two main stakeholders involved and the consequent introduction
of a new variable.

3.2. Case study 2: locating a new parking area in a World Heritage site245

The area under investigation in the second case study is the Municipality of Alber-
obello in southern Italy, which became a UNESCO 7 site in 1996 due to the presence of
the “Trulli”, a particular form of building construction which derives from prehistoric
techniques still functioning in the modern world, thus characterised by a unique value.

Given the increasing flows of people visiting Alberobello’s Municipality every year250

and the severe shortage of parking spaces, the availability of public parking areas has
emerged as an issue of serious concern [34].

The decision-making context under analysis represents a complex territorial system
since being a UNESCO site means that conflicting needs coexist in the same area, i.e.
conservation and protection needs as well as new development needs [34]. The present255

situation is indeed characterized by heavy traffic problems, roads overcrowded with
unregulated parking, high levels of pollution, negative aesthetic impacts and, overall,
bad services to tourists and residents. Therefore, the Municipality carried out a techni-
cal study and identified five different locations as suitable sites to host a new parking
area (Figure 1).260

7United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation, http://whc.unesco.org/
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The general strategy followed by the municipality for the identification of the 5 suit-
able sites was based on the reuse as much as possible of former industrial/abandoned
areas in order to minimize the consumption of new soil, which is one of the most im-
portant aspects of a UNESCO management plan [80]. The buffer zone shown in Figure
1 is the area whose boundaries have been defined in order to protect and maintain the265

exceptional value of the core area, as well as to limit negative development impacts on
it [80]. All 5 alternatives represented good options for the Municipality which would
have built them all. Given the limited availability of public resources, the demand was
for a priority order for the 5 proposed alternatives.
A detailed description of the decision support process developed to support the Mu-

Figure 1: Suitable alternatives for the location of the new parking area in the municipality of Alberobello
[34])

270

nicipality in the evaluation of the alternative locations for the new parking areas can
be found in [34]. This paper is intended to shed some light on the innovation mecha-
nism which allowed us to expand the solution space and discover new alternatives for
the solution of the problem under consideration. The formal description of the deci-
sion aiding process which exploited the opportunity for a change in one of the vari-275

ables/constraints of the problem (i.e. the increase of the available budget) to generate
new alternatives is presented in section 4.2.

4. Case studies: formal description

4.1. Case study 1: generation of a different vision for the agricultural water manage-
ment system in the Apulia Region280

4.1.1. First formulation
The current section showcases different problem formulations derived from the

work of [37]. It uses a mathematical programming language which allows to under-
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stand rapidly the formal differences of perspective between different problem formu-
lations. Optimization in agriculture is a complex issue characterized by interaction of285

a large number of factors including the assignment of limited resources and informa-
tion concerning prices [35]. Our formalizations underline that the dissatisfaction of
stakeholders and analyst with the first formulation leads to the identification of a new
variable. This process can be considered a starting point to generate new alternatives.

The Regional Authority first formulates a decision problem from its own point290

of view, let’s call it Γ1R. The Regional Authority aims at minimising the irrigated
practices, promoting a maximization of rainfed crops use.

min
∑

ij x
db
ij + xdhij

max
∑

ij x
rb
ij + xrhij

subject to∑
ij x

db
ij + xdhij + xrbij + xrhij ≤ Ftot∑

ij w
r
jx

rb
ij ≤Wmin∑

ij pjkj(x
db
ij + xdhij + xrbij + xrhij )

−
∑

ij cb(x
db
ij + xrbij )−

∑
ij ch(xdhij + xrhij ) ≥ R

∀i
∑

j w
d
jx

db
ij + wr

jx
rb
ij = W b

i

∀i
∑

j w
d
j (xdbij + xdhij ) + wr

j (xrbij + xrhij ) = WiTOT

(1)

where xltij represents the land (hectares) cultivated by Farmer i on crop j, while the
two superscripts l and t can take two values, respectively: b, h (base and additional)
as far as the pricing of the water supply is concerned and r, d (rainfed and water-295

demanding) as far as the type of crop is concerned. Just to make an example, xbd11
represents the land owned by Farmer 1 farmed with crop 1 which is water-demanding
d and is irrigated using base priced water b; wd

j is the volume of water necessary (by
hectare) for crop j (which is water-demanding), while wr

j represents the same infor-
mation but in case j is a rainfed crop; pj is the revenue (e/ha) and kj is the yield (ha)300

for each class of crop j (being water-demanding or rainfed). Within this problem for-
mulation, the Consortium considers only two classes of available water supply volume,
i.e. the minimum guaranteed to Farmers Wmin and the total available Wtot; we call
the difference between the two as additional or surplus: Wh. To discourage the use of
water in order to reduce the water demand, driving crop diversification according to the305

Regional Water Protection Plan (see section 3.1), the Consortium decides to increase
significantly the price of the additional water supply volume ch (0.36 e/m3 for 2050-
4000m3/ha), while the price of the base water supply volume cb (0.12e/m3 for 2050
m3/ha) is still reasonable for the Farmers’ budget. Ftot represents the total amount of
hectares of the area under analysis, W b

i represents the basic water supply allocated to310

Farmer i, WiTOT the global water supply to Farmer i, while R represents a sustainable
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revenue for the Farmers.

In order Γ1R to hold, the hypothesis is that Farmers reason with the problem for-
mulation Γ1F . Farmers know the total quantity of available water in the reservoir Wtot

(m3) and that the Consortium firstly distributes fairly the base water supply volume315

Wmin to each Farmer. Each Farmer owns a limited agricultural area Fi, knows the
available water either basically priced W b

i or highly priced Wh
i and wants to cultivate

different types of crops, aiming to maximize her/his profits. Following this idea we get
Γ1F :

∀i max
∑

j pjkj(x
db
ij + xdhij + xrbij + xrhij )

−
∑

j cb(x
db
ij + xrbij )−

∑
j ch(xdhij + xrhij )

subject to∑
j x

db
ij + xdhij + xrbij + xrhij ≤ Fi∑

j w
d
jx

db
ij + wr

jx
rb
ij = W b

i∑
j w

d
j (xdbij + xdhij ) + wr

j (xrbij + xrhij ) = WiTOT

(2)

If ch > cb, it is obvious that the best policy consists in minimising the part of320

land irrigated with “expensive” (ch) water. If the prices are appropriately calculated,
considering the yield of the rainfed and water demanding crops and the revenue they
produce, it is possible to obtain a Farmer’s policy where cropping rainfed cultures is
“convenient”! This should produce the expected result consisting in minimising water
demanding agriculture. However, this is not what occurs in reality, where Farmers325

keep increasing the part of land dedicated to water demanding cultures (which typically
produce a higher revenue). How this can happen? The reason is simple: most of the
them have access to GW (through wells which most of the times consider as private
property). Once the “cheap”(cb) water has been consumed the Farmers will not go for
the expensive one, but start using GW which they pump from their wells. In other terms330

we can make the hypothesis that the real decision model each Farmer uses is different
from what the bi-level model of the Consortium considers.

4.1.2. Second formulation
Let’s consider now a new problem formulation Γ2F (see 3) which should fit better

our hypothesis about the Farmers’ policy. In this case we first need to consider the335

availability of GW for each Farmer (W g
i ) and then we need to enhance the decision

variables: xltij will always describe the structure of the variables set, but now the possi-
ble options for superscript l will be b, h, g in order to consider land irrigated using GW
(priced appropriately: cg). In other terms, the variables of the type xgtij stands for land
of Farmer i, cropping j which can be either rainfed (r) or irrigated (d), but irrigated340
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using GW (g).

∀i max
∑

j pjkj(x
db
ij + xdhij + xdgij + xrbij + xrhij + xrgij )

−
∑

j cb(x
db
ij + xrbij )−

∑
j ch(xdhij + xrhij )

−
∑

j cg(xdgij + xrgij )

subject to∑
j x

db
ij + xdhij + xdgij + xrbij + xrhij + xrgij ≤ Fi∑

j w
d
jx

db
ij + wr

jx
rb
ij = W b

i∑
j w

d
jx

dg
ij + wr

jx
rg
ij = W g

i∑
i w

d
j (xdbij + xdgij + xdhij ) + wr

j (xrbij + xrgij + xrhij ) = WiTOT

(3)

where cg is the price of GW and, according to the actual situation, ch > cg > cb.
There are two considerations to make here. We firstly did a simplification considering
that the price for pumping GW is the same for all Farmers: this is not far from the
reality; however, is not relevant for our reasoning. The second consideration has to345

do with the perception of this cost (pumping GW): since the wells exist and the water
they access is considered private, the Farmers do not perceive any real cost besides the
operational cost necessary to run the pumps. This perceived cost is far from what the
real cost would be if the GW had to be “sold” (as happens for the water provided by
the Consortium).350

It is interesting to note that the differences between the two problem formulations
reveal that the Farmers have a larger and richer solution space, practically ignored by
the Water Management Authority and the Regional Authority. These differences stand
for discrepancies on how the water management problems is perceived and interpreted
by the different stakeholders. The Regional Authority through the Water Protection355

Plan acted within a partial decision space. The result is a Plan which is de-facto not
sustainable for a very simple reason: it is neither applied nor applicable.

Let’s make one step further and let’s see how a Regional policy could be defined
as a result of a problem formulation which should consider the Farmers’ real policies.
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We call this problem Γ2R.360

min
∑

i w
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∑

ij x
db
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rb
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db
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db
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d
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db
ij + wr
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i

∀i
∑

j w
d
j (xdbij + xdhij + xdgij ) + wr

j (xrbij + xrhij + xrgij ) = WiTOT + wg
i

(4)

The reader will note that the introduction of the new variables wg
i and xlgij defines

new possible solutions previously inconceivable. It is also clear that if previously the
instrument for implementing a policy was the price of the water provided by the Con-
sortium, in order to implement a policy within the new problem formulation it is nec-
essary to be able to define the price of the GW. However, this is presently impossible:365

there is no precise cartography showing where the wells are located and there is no way
to put a price upon the GW. This precise situation may induce the following actions:
map the wells and then suggest the establishment of an agency (similar to the existing
Consortium) which should manage the GW. After all if the Consortium is legitimated
to price the SW why should it not be possible to create a legitimated agent managing370

the GW? Besides allowing to make operational decisions as far as the level of GW
exploitation is concerned, it could introduce more awareness among the Farmers about
the risks (and the cost) of overexploiting the aquifers.

4.2. Case study 2: Expanding the solution space for the Alberobello Municipality from
single parking areas to combinations of parking slots375

4.2.1. First formulation
This section proposes an ex-post reconstruction of the process developed in [34]

highlighting how the opportunity for a change in one variable/constraint of the problem
can support the generation of new alternative solutions.

More specifically we denote X = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5} the set of the five alternative380

parking sites under analysis, which are all considered as feasible and desirable ones.
However, given the budget constraints, the Major of the Municipality (i.e. the Decision
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Maker) was only considering the hypothesis of constructing one (possibly the less ex-
pensive and possibly the best compromise in terms of parking capacity, environmental
impact and landscape impact).385

Under such a perspective the problem can be formulated in a very simple way:
identify the best solution (according to cost, parking capacity and impacts) among the
elements of the set X (see 5). In other terms, we are looking for the solution to the
problem:

sup
�

(X ×X) (5)

where �⊆ X2 is an ordering relation upon the set X such that xi � xj stands for390

xi being preferred to xj for one or more criteria considered all together. At this point it
does not really matter how the preference is constructed, but the fact that this relation
is established upon the set X , the objective being to choose one among the possible
parking lot solutions.

Consider now the case for which the Decision-Maker discovers the possibility of395

applying for some funding from an international Agancy. This type of funding can be
used for management projects concerning the area. This new availability of economic
resources allows the Decision Maker to take into account other factors which play an
important role in managing a UNESCO site, thus shifting from a mono-criterion for-
mulation of the problem to a multiple criteria one. The new dimensions of the problem400

which were considered as the most important aspects by the Decision Maker were the
distance from tourist attractors dj and the impact on the landscape lj of each park-
ing location xj . The reader interested in the original data considered by the Decision
Maker can refer to the study described in [34].

4.2.2. Second formulation405

Given that the amount of extra funding which might become available for the Mu-
nicipality will still not allow to build the five parking lots all together, the new formu-
lation of the problem still has a constraint on the increased budget such that a number
of maximum k parking lots (out of the five possible locations) can be constructed si-
multaneously (see 6). As a result, we are now trying once again to solve a ranking410

problem:

sup
�

(2Xk × 2Xk ) (6)

but the ordering relation will not apply upon the set X , but upon the set 2Xk which
are the subsets of X with cardinality k. This second formulation allows the Decision
Maker to investigate possible combinations of parking sites (i.e. the Decision Maker
is not constrained any more to build only one parking but can build more of them at415

the same time, provided they still fit within the budget). In this new formulation every
alternative becomes a combination of k parking lots, each being described by a vector
of attributes (cost, impact on landscape, distance from tourist attractors, etc.). While
considering multiple criteria and structuring them according to a Multi Attribute Value
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Theory framework [34], the Decision Maker realised that, if combinations of parking420

lots become feasible to build, then the direction of preference on each attribute is not
independent from the others anymore. For example, distance is not evaluated any more
as “the closer, the better” because, with a combination of parking areas, one parking
could be more central (to leave the tourist at the beginning of the tourist path), another
one could be far from the center (for the tourist buses to wait during the day) and425

another one could be close to the core UNESCO area again (to pick up the tourists
at the end of the visit). The same kind of reasoning applies for the “impact on the
landscape" criterion, which can now be negative for the parking in the combination
which is far from the core UNESCO area and thus used as a waiting area for the buses
which have already left the tourists in the core UNESCO area. The preferences on430

the distance from the tourist attractions and on the impact on the landscape are thus
dependent. This calls for a new formulation of the problem.

4.2.3. Third formulation
In the third formulation of the problem, we use preferences nets (CP nets) (see for

instance [13]), to account for dependent preferences between different alternatives in435

the decision space.
We consider the parking location problem with X = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5} set of

all potential alternatives, A = {α1, α2, α3} set of binary attributes, such that Al =
{h1, e1, n2, f2, p3, g3}. Al represents the set of all possible values that the elements of
A can take. Specifically, the attributes are the cost of the each alternative, "e" expensive440

or "h" cheap, the distance from tourist sites, "n" near or "f" far, and the impact on the
landscape, "p" positive or "g" negative.

The conditional preference structure is the following one (Table 1 and Figure 2):

h1 � e1
h1 → f2 � n2
e1 → n2 � f2
f2 → p3 � g3
n2 → g3 � p3

Table 1: Conditional preference structure of the parking location problem

Figure 2: Conditional preference order on attributes describing the parking location problem

The resulting lattice Lm, representing the ordered arrangement of the attributes, is
showed in Figure 3.445
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Figure 3: The resulting attributes’ space Lm for the parking location problem

Given that the available budget would allow to build not more than 3 parking lots
together, the problem is to choose the best subset of 3 locations among the 5 available
ones. In this case the solution can be obtained directly from the lattice, this subset
being {x1, x3, x4}. First we chose a cheap location (x3 : h1n2g3) independent from
other attributes. Among the remaining alternatives, which are all expensive, we chose450

the one nearest (x4 : e1n2p3), and among the remaining ones the one with a positive
impact on the landscape (x1 : e1f2p3) (Table 2). Interested readers should note that,
despite similarities, this is not a lexicographic order since preferences on lower ranked
criteria depend on preference on higher ranked criteria.

A α1 α2 α3

x1 e1 f2 p3
x2 e1 f2 g3
x3 h1 n2 g3
x4 e1 n2 p3
x5 e1 f2 g3

Table 2: Performances of the alternatives with reference to the attributes: cost (α1), distance (α2) and impact
on the landscape (α3)

This final formulation of the problem allows the Decision Maker to discover the455

combination of parking areas that satisfied him most, i.e. a network of parking areas
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where buses can first take the tourists (alternative 1), then park in areas that are less
interesting from the panoramic point of view (alternative 4) and then come later on to
pick up the tourists, at the end of the tour and at another location (alternative 3).

5. Discussion and conclusions460

This paper analysed two case studies dealing with territorial policy making aiming
to understand and explain what generates innovation within a decision aiding process.
In this section, we summarise our answers to the research questions that we formulated
in the introduction, i.e. i) Why have new alternatives arose during the policy making
process in the two case studies? ii) How have they been generated? iii) Which conse-465

quences did they lead to? and iv) What has generated innovation?

The first case study deals with two different problem formulations, allowing to in-
vestigate the policy resistance mechanisms hampering the implementation of the GW
protection policy in the Apulia Region. Concerning our research questions, we could470

report that:
i) A new alternative has been conceived after the unsustainability of the water manage-
ment system and the general dissatisfaction derived from the first formulation, where
one of the stakeholders’ decision space was neglected (i.e. the Farmers’ ones). A lim-
ited understanding of the different problem framings was a source of conflict, reducing475

the effectiveness of the Regional GW protection policy.
ii) The differences between the formulations underline that there are discrepancies in
the way in which the situation is interpreted by the different stakeholders, leading to the
identification of a new variable of the decision space. The new alternative (i.e. avail-
able GW resource according to Farmers’ perception) has been identified and integrated480

into the decision model.
iii) The main consequence of the identification of the new alternative is a better un-
derstanding of the observed policy resistance mechanism. The Farmers’ resistance
behaviour mainly occurred due to the economic damages originated from the GW re-
strictive use strategy to the agricultural sector, highly dependent on irrigation practices.485

A complete decision model can be considered a starting point to generate new policy
alternatives for water management and GW protection.
iv) In view of the current situation, the Regional Authority’s policy efforts are neutral-
ized by Farmers’ behaviors. Farmers continue to use as much GW volume as they can,
aiming to maximize their profits per hectare. What generated innovation in this case490

study is the opportunity to introduce the GW as variable in the decision model in order
to redefine the policy alternatives.

In the second case study, we analysed an urban planning process in a World Her-
itage site dealing with the location of a new parking area. Below the answers to our495

research questions:
i) New alternatives have been conceptualized by the Decision Makers because of the
opportunity to apply for extra funding. This opportunity would increase the available
budget and thus allow to consider combinations of parking locations rather than mutu-
ally exclusive locations.500
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ii) The new “solution” (i.e. the combination of parking lots 1, 3 and 4 in Figure 1)
has been generated through a multi attribute decision making process able to consider
preference dependency among the considered attributes.
iii) As a consequence of the development and discussion of this new alternative, the
participants in the process gained a better understanding of the value trade-offs existing505

between the attributes under consideration, e.g. they realized that, when considering a
system of parking lots, they are willing to accept a weaker performance on the "aesthet-
ical impact on the landscape" if the location of the parking is less central. Preferences
are indeed constructed [8] and the learning effect which takes place during the decision
making process is one of the most important impacts of Decision Analysis.510

iv) What generated innovation in this case study was the opportunity for a change
in one of the variables/constraints, i.e. the possible increase in the available budget
thanks to the opportunity to apply for external funding. This highlights that a possible
best practice for multi attribute decision making processes, always depending on the
specific characteristics of the problem under analysis, might be to compute an overall515

performance score for each alternative for the benefit-type of attributes and an over-
all performance score for each alternative for the cost-type of attributes and only after
combining these two scores. This would indeed allow to avoid constraining the solu-
tion space due to the available cost and stimulate the search for better and more creative
alternatives.520

Thanks to the analysis of the above case studies, we have identified two main rea-
sons that can initiate an innovation mechanism: i) dissatisfaction (of the client, of the
analyst or of the relevant stakeholders, especially when we are dealing with public poli-
cies) with respect to the solutions currently proposed to the decision making problem;525

and ii) opportunity for a change in one of the variables/ constraints (e.g. increase in the
available budget). These two innovation activation mechanisms echo two well-known
reasons for theory change [3], i.e. revision (i.e. an internal modification) and update
(i.e. an external modification). In our case the revision corresponded to a change in the
expectations of the client/stakeholders and an update corresponded to the discovery that530

something has changed in the context of the project, e.g. the budget. In our two stud-
ies, the consequence of the presence of a dissatisfaction feeling or a new opportunity
is a change in a variable of the decision model (in case study 1, the GW consumption
which is not considered 0 anymore but can have positive values and, in case study 2,
the budget constraint which has been softened).535

In conclusion, this paper has showed that innovation in a decision aiding process
comes through a change in a variable/constraint which then allows to expand the so-
lution space. What we learned from this study is that innovation can thus be defined
as evolution of problem formulations, due to revision and/or update, such that both
the client and the analyst enrich their perspectives, improve their problem insight and540

establish mutual satisfaction. Design and decision theory could be a promising tool to
support in a formal way this expansion of the solution space.
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